
Changing Relays
"When changing out a relay, what convenient means can be

used to identify the jU1'J~per wires so that they will be connected
properly to the relay being installedr"

Take Off Only One Nut
J. F. SCHMILL

Sweetwater, Tex.

Ibb

taken up to allow a closer inspection
of the wires. This fallon our section,
the only wires in crossings'which were
found to be damaged were apparently
damaged by something dragging,
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sketch may be drawn showing the
physical arrangement of the terminal
posts, with connecting lines to indi.
cate the cir<::uit paths,. together with
the proper circuit nomenclature.

If it is necessary to insulate the
eyelets of the relay leads to prevent
possible circuit damage during a
changeout, this can be done with
friction tape, or they can be d.oubled
back and fastened to the proper ter
minal post on the case board, secur.
ing them with a few turns of the nut,
Tape may also be used for identifica_
tion purposes, the front, fulcrum, arid
back or polar leads of each relay cir
cuit being taped together, the position
identifying the proper location, e.g.,
front point away from, and fulcrum
toward, the case terminal board, with
polar or back at right angles to both.

If desired, both relays may be tem.
porarily connected in multiple, and a
meter used to check each circuit as
it is transferred. Suitable prepara.
tions, such as removal of, or loosen.
ing of, nuts and placing solid wire
jumpers, if any, etc., lessen materially
the time required for the changeout.

Circuit Check Made
J. E. HOUSER

Maintenance Foreman, C. & a.,
Clifton Forge, Va.

The following procedure has been
found satisfactory: The maintainer
places all new jumpers on the relay to
be installed, seeing that they are placed
on the proper contacts so as to lei
the relay leads drop onto the terminal:
in an orderly manner. If a relay is
being replaced with a different style
relay, then one circuit is transferred
at a time onto the new relay. Each
circuit is then read through the relay
to see that all circuits have the proper
direction through the relay contacts.
In a tower, where numerous relays
are being changed, the circuits are
checked against the plans. On an autO'
matic location, break checks are made
to see that the functions respond
properly.

Contacts Designated
D. GUIGUE

Signal Maintainer, Canadian National,
St. Lambert, Quebec

The proper binding post for each
wire will be quickly identified wheJi
a relay is being changed· out, if marh~

identifying each post are penciled on
tags which are fastened to each wire
as it is being taken off the old relay
I mark the tags 2F, 3H, etc., which,

(Continued on page 168) .

catchlOg the wires, pulling them out,
and usually breaking strands near
the center of the bond. Not one of
these wires had a broken strand at
the plug.
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the wrong terminals, and also will
allow the change to be completed
much more quickly. Remove the wires
from only one terminal at a time,
placing them in order on the new in
strument, carefully checking when
each change is made from one terminal
on one instrument to the proper
terminal on the other. The work
should also be carefully checked after
it is completed.

If a different type of relay is being
used, one should familiarize himself
with the instrument by carefully
studying it before any change is made.

.A very good idea, especially for the
beginner, is to make a sketch of the
circuits and contacts before attempt
ing to make the change.

Strict Attention Required
H. E. EBERLE

Signalman, Santa Fe,
Topeka, Kan..

Supplementing any necessary refer
ences to circuit plans and standard
wiring diagrams during and after an
instrument changeout, to determine
positively by testing, that all involved
functions operate correctly, are vari
ous methods, one or more of which
are usually utilized to facilitate the
changeout and lessen the possibility
of error.

W?en practicable, the replacement
relay is placed or mounted in an
accessible spot within reach of' the
leads from the relay to be changed
out.· The transfer is effected by con
necting the leads in a corresponding
position on the replacement relay as
removed, thus obviating any neces

.sity for special markings. If, however,.
the terminal post. arrangements of
the relays are dis-similar, or it is nec
essary to disconnect and remove one
relay from the housing before the
other may be placed, a colored lead
or soapstone..pencil may be used to
write the circuit nomenclature near
the proper terminal posts on the re
placement relay top plate, or, a rough

Fibre Tags
J. C. GULICK

Supervisor, Texas & Pacific,
Alexandria, La.

Signal

First of all, one should have some
means o~ placing the two instruments
alongside of each other, in order that
no complications exist while making
the change. This can be done by al
most anyone with almost any kind
of light strap iron. The first step is
to remove the old relay from its posi
tion, placing the new relay in its
permanent position and placing the
old relay on the temporary bracket
alongside of it. If a diagram is had
of the wiring, check it carefully to
see that it corresponds with the
wiring.

Usually there are some terminals
on the relay that will not be used. Re
move the nuts from all the terminals
on the new relay that are to be used,·
checking them carefully to see that
they correspond with those on the old
relay in service. Next remove one
nut from each terminal in use on the
old relay. This will allow Qne to make
a more accurate check, will lessen
the chance of placing the wires on

It has been the practice on the
Texas & Pacific to attach a black
fibre tag to each wire on a relay or
terminal. This tag measures fa in. by
10 in. and has a winged hole in the
top to permit the small bee wire eyelet,
used on flexjble wire, to pass through,

. but not loose enough to slip off. The
tag is .stencilled in white letters with
the name of the circuit involved, and
in red letters with the number or name
of the contact and finger of the relay.
With all of this information plainly
shown on the end of each wire, a relay
may readily be changed out without
fear of a wrong connection.
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be necessary to protect the terminal
ends' of the wires to prevent crosses
and possibly burned out ribbons.

Describes Procedure
C. P. MAXWELL

Signal Maintainer, Canadian Paci.fic,
Quebec, Que.

of course, means second front contact
post counting from left to right and
third heel, respectively. Of course, one
must keep in mind where the respec
tive binding posts are. It is best to
pencil an identifying letter opposite
each row of bindi,ng posts. Especially
is this latter precaution necessary
when the relay to be put in is differ
enr from the one to be taken out. If
the relay is wired with solid wire, a
good, way to fasten the fibre tags to
the jumpers, when tags are added to
them for the purpose above stated, is
to open the wire eyes sufficiently to
hook the tags on and then close the
eyes agam.

should be tied to the tags, long enough
to slip around the wires on the relay
to be changed, and a sketch should
be made showing the binding posts
that jumpers are on. I take nuts off
the relay to be put in service and then,
when I take the nuts off the relay that
is to be changed out, I take the jump
ers off and place them on the relay
to go in service right away so that

I use black fibre tags, stenciling there can be no mistake made. Also,
them F, B, or H, etc" depending on I place friction tape around the wires
the number of contacts on the relay where there is more than one wire On

to be changed out. A piece of string one binding post.
(Another answer to this question will be found on page 166)

Eliminating False Warning at Crossings
"JVhai is the 111051 unusual ci1'cltii you have encountered for the

elimination of false 'warning at grade crossings during switching
moves or statioll slOps?"

Scheme for eliminating false wa.rning at
II. crossing during switching movements
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as long as tl'ack circuit 1T is occupied.
If, after switching is completed, the
train proceeds towards the cmssing.
protection will be established when
21' is occupied.

be cleared. The switching crew must
be clear of the signaled track, and ali
switches involved must be restored to
their normal position, and the train
dispatcher notified before the explra·
tion of the time limit.

An of our late c.T.c. includes con'
tinuous track indicatinn on the rna
chine in the dispatcher's office, so that
when any switch on the main line is
opened, the fact is shown on the dis
patcher's machine. This makes polic
ing and discipline so easy that there
is little chance of the switching rules
being "iolated.

This eliminates the expense of in
stalling and maintaining the electriC
switch locks, and. we believe. gives a
better operating arrangement.

(Continued fro/!/ other answers ou
page 160)

For Turnout ~ear Crossing
J. W. CHOWNING

Signal Foreman, Missouri Pacific.
Dodson, Mo.

The accompanying sketch shows a
scheme for preventing false warning
v\;hile switching moves are being made
at a turnout near a crossing in signaled
territory. On a through move, with
the switch normal, track circuit 2T
will be de-energized and shunted
when 1TR drops. effecting protection
at the crossing. However. if the switch
is reversed. stick relay RWSR will
be picked up, the circuit shunt on
track circuit 21' will be broken und
2T will be re~energized. Relay
RWSR, once picked up, will stick up
even after the switch is placed normal,

Continuous Track
Indication Helps

E. P. \VF.ATHERBY

Signal Engin.:er. Texa:; & Pacific.
Dallas, Texas

Our practice does not include the
use of electric locks 011 any switches in
C.T.C. territorY.

1\. crew desiring to do switching in
C.T.C. territory must get permission
from the train dispatcher. Such per
mission, when given, must designate
the limits within which the tracks may
be used and the time at which it must

Paper Tags
MAURICE PEACOCK, JR.

Mt. Airy, Pa,

vVhere a relay is removed from its
place and another one installed, I
think that a very convenient method
of identifying the jumper wires so
that they will be properly connected
to the new relay is to place small de
tachable paper tags, with strings, on
the jumper wires. Any code or system
of numbers, letters, may be used, writ
ten on the tags, to identi fy the correct
placement of each jumper 'wire to its
respective post on the relay. An ex
ample of marking the tags as follows:
Write the number of the relay post,
the row on which it is located, etc.,
upon the tags.

Change Connections
One at a Time
LUTHER MCCARTT

Signal Maintainer, Rock Island,
51. Joseph, Mo. .

The most convenient and desirable
method of changing out relays is to
place the relay to be installed beside
the relay that is to be changed out,
and then take one circuit, one wire at
a time, out of the old relay'and con
nect it. to the proper terminal of the
new relay. This method eliminates the
possibility of getting the circuits
mixed up in any way, and allows:only
one circuit to be interrupted at a time,
and that only for a comparatively
few seconds.

If, for any reason, it is necessary
to completely remove the old relay
before connecting up the new one, an
effective method is to tag each wire
as it is removed from the old relay,
using numerals I, 2, 3, etc., for 'the
contact number, and the letters H, F,
and B, for heel, front, and back, re
spectively. In. this connection, it will


